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will you get

Bean boozled?
Whole Group Teacher Directions:

 Group your students in groups of 4-6 (the smaller the better).
 Have each student in the group number themselves or you number
them- 1, 2, 3 etc. The numbers will be used to determine whose turn it is
to hold up the group answer and to spin the spinner for a chance to
be bean boozled.
 Project a problem, read a problem aloud, have the students solve a
specific problem on a handout, or write a problem on the board.
 Each member of the group solves the problem on their own and then
the group discusses the answers to come up with a group answer. The
students will take turns (using their numbers) recording the answer on a
marker board to hold up at your signal.
 Groups with correct answers send the student whose “turn” it was up to
spin for a chance to be bean boozled.
 Groups who missed the problem can go to the next person or allow
the person another chance – your choice.

will you get

Bean boozled?
Small Group/Station Student Directions:
 Number yourselves 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.
 Each member of the group answers the first
question. Make sure you discuss the question
as a group to make sure everyone
understands and has the correct answer.
 Group member #1 spins the spinner for a
chance to be bean boozled.
 Continue answering questions and taking turns
spinning the spinner until all the questions have
been answered.
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This resource was created by Jennifer Findley. It may be printed and
photocopied for single classroom use. It may not be put on the Internet, sold,
or distributed in any form. Check out my store for more resources that are
common core aligned.

Follow my blog for updates and freebies.
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